
Vernacular Music

Abstract Frederic Rzewski’s 

North American Ballads

� Encompasses popular music, folk music, jazz and other 

traditions outside classical music.

� Refers to music that happens outside the classical concert 

hall or opera house and is intended to reach a broad 

musical public in a widely understood language

� Linked to blues through instrumental adaptations of 

improvisatory story telling, call and response,  and vocal 
inflections

� Absorbed the strong tonality, multithematic structures, 

instrumentations of African marching band music and 
ragtime, harmonic colors of the piano music of French 

composers, melodies and form of American Popular  song, 
and the rhythms of Latin American Dance early on.

� Addresses the issue of labor rights by                         

basing each piece off of a union song

� The first movement, "Dreadful                               

Memories"  comes from the 1931                             

Kentucky coal mine strikes. 

� "Which Side are you on?" comes from Kentucky as well 

but was written by Mrs. Florence Reese in 1931 in 

response to the Harlan County Wars. 

� "Down by the Riverside," an old popular tune, has been 

used as a protest song with various new words in various 
different contexts. 

� "Winnsboro Cotton Mill Blues” which was inspired by the 

dramatic film "Norma Rae"  which depicts union organizing 
in a textile factory.
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Jazz

� Aggressive hammering clusters in the bass register of the 

piano open the work, mimicking the relentless, noisy 
environment the workers had to endure.

� Rzewski contrasts the mechanical soundscape with a 

heavily influenced blues and jazz section that’s very free 
and flowing before reintroducing the mechanical ostinato

bass.

� It isn’t until the end that                                                 
Rzewski inserts the                                                                   

traditional Winnsboro                                                          
Cotton Mill Blues tune                                                        

but it is often in short                                                                   
fragments.

Blues
� Originated in African-American communities of primarily the 

“Deep South” of the United States around the end of the 
19th century from spirituals, work songs, field hollers, shouts 

and chants and rhymed simple narrative ballads.

Ragtime

Excursions - III. Allegretto
� Based on the tune the “Streets of Laredo.”

� The “Allegretto” contains almost the exact melodic line 
from the cowboy ballad except for two instances in 

measure 7 and 13 where Barber changes one note.

� Unusual rhythmic organization of the hands with the use of 
constant polyrhythms and complex rhythms resulting in a 

very restless setting of a traditional folk tune.

Samuel Barber-Excursions Op. 20

Barber himself explains: "These 

are ‘Excursions’ in small        

classical form into regional 
American idioms. Their rhythmic 

characteristics, as well as their 
source in folk material and their 

scoring, reminiscent of local 

instruments are easily 
recognized."

� Written in a neoclassical style where the traditional 
structures of form from the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries were conserved while drawing upon a 
“contemporary technical vocabulary.”

� The excursions consist of four movements, the first being in 

the style of a boogie-woogie but in a strict rondo form, the 
second movement is a slow blues, the third a theme and 

variation on a folk-like melody similar to the cowboy tune 
“The Streets of Laredo,” and the fourth movement is a barn 

dance.

Winnsboro Cotton Mill Blues
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This project surveyed the solo piano works of American 

composers primarily from the 20th and 21st century (with 
some earlier exceptions), and the ways in which these 

composers incorporated vernacular elements into their 

compositions. Through this survey, we explored what 
“vernacular” meant, what vernacular elements were 

present, and traced the early usage of these.  We then 
surveyed living composers and their music looking 

specifically at the ways these composers incorporate 
vernacular elements into their music, as well as the 

techniques they used.  Finally, we compared that to earlier 

American composers and their works to look for similarities 
and differences. What we found were incredibly inventive 

uses of vernacular elements in solo piano music that span 
multiple genres.

William Bolcom’s

The Garden of Eden

Conclusion

It is apparent that contemporary  American composers are 

using vernacular elements as a means of bringing new 
meaning to their music or revitalizing a genre associated 

with vernacular music.  Composers will always be pushing 

new boundaries, but it is refreshing knowing that some are 
reinventing older styles, thus keeping particular genres  

and styles fresh and still a significant part of the repertoire.  

� Originated in African American music in the late 19th

Century.

� Descended from the jigs and march music played by 

African American bands.

� Considered the synthesis of African syncopation and 
European classical music.

� Cited as the American equivalent to the Mozart Minuets, 

Chopin Mazurkas, and Brahms Waltzes.

� The Garden of Eden is a suite of four                                        

rags for the piano that tells a story of                                    
the Fall through ragtime.

� The Garden of Eden demonstrates                              

seamless reconciliation of the                                     
‘accessible’ rhythmical and harmonic features of American 

ragtime and more ‘sophisticated’ compositional devices of the 
avant-garde, such as chromaticism, dissonance, and 

extended techniques such as stomping, whistling, and 

tapping on the piano.

I have chosen three composers and works that 

demonstrate the innovative uses of vernacular 
elements


